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All of 71 nursing graduates land RN jobs
By Pat Favor
All of the first 29 graduates of
College of DuPage’s Nursing
Program have been placed in
beginning
registered
nurse
positions.
They are employed in the
following hospitals:
Central
DuPage, Memorial, DuPage

County Convalescent Home,
Hines, Rush-Presbyterian, Cook
County, St. Joseph’s, Hinsdale and
Community
Memorial.
The
graduate nurses salary range
varies from approximately $570 to
$770 per month.
“Unofficial reports from four
local hospitals indicate a very

positive reception of our R.N.
graduates,” said Mrs. M. A.
Santucci, director of nursing. “We
are very satisfied with the fine
nursing care they are given. One
recent graduate is now promoted
to nurse in coronary care unit of
Central DuPage Hospital. The
hospital provided the ‘in-service’
education.”
In an interview on Jan. 21, Mrs.
Von Der Heide, director of nursing
at Central DuPage Hospital,
stated, “The College of DuPage
nursing program is great. It has

been a very good experience. The
patients enjoy the students and
like to have them around and in the
building.
“They (students) have been a
challenge to the staff as they ask
questions and therefore stimulate
sharpness in everyone. There has
been a good relationship between
students, instructors and nurses.
The head nurses have enjoyed
working with the students,” she
said.
“The program is a big asset to
the communities and guarantees a
good future supply of nurses. We

expect to draw from the program
and already have a large number
of DuPage R.N.s working at the
hospital from the first graduating
class,” said Mrs. Von Der Heide.
The student nurses contributed
in the drive to assist a fellow
classmate whose son underwent
kidney transplant surgery. They
were active in community affairs
and organizations. They par¬
ticipated in two blood drives at
DuPage to assist local residents.
The nursing class of ’72 includes
38 nurses’ aides, 8 LPNs, 3 nursing
Please turn to Page 3
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DuPage wins
$11,688 for TF.F.P

Student Nurse Grace Gallagher, Wheaton, holds baby patient in
Central DuPage Hospital. She and other College of DuPage students
in the Nursing Program are getting trained in area hospitals.

‘ C ommittee-itis ’ ?
ByVince Fury
Dr. Rodney Berg, College of
DuPage president, reported
Tuesday there is an abundance of
committees in the college, and he
asked
the
Representative
Assembly for guidance on what
direction he should take.
The assembly, meeting in room
K163, noted that many committees
were apparently useless, at least
that some had not met for more
than a year.
Adade Wheeler, Psi faculty
representative, suggested that a
distinction of committees be made,
pointing out that committees
concerning the entire college ought
to be handled through the
assembly.
Michael Sosulski, faculty senate

representative, said that in¬
dividual organizations can set up
committees for their own ad¬
ministration, but those matters to
go before the board or the
president should go through the
assembly. He also suggested that
Dr. Berg’s office request a report
from all committees obligated to
him and thus determine which are
still active.
Mrs. Wheeler moved that the
Representative Assembly should
not take action on whether to
continue or disband committees
until more
information
is
available.
Committee abundance will be
discussed in full at the Feb. 22
meeting when more detailed in¬
formation has been amassed.

College of DuPage has been
informed by the United States
Department of Justice that it has
been awarded an additional $11,688
for its 1971-72 Law Enforcement
Education Program (LEEP). This
brings the total funding of the
LEEP loan and grant program to
$46,750 for the 1972 fiscal year.
LEEP was established by the
passage of the National Omnibus
Crime Control and Safe Streets Act
of 1968. The purpose of the
program is to help train and
develop professional law en¬
forcement personnel by providing
higher education for those persons
either presently employed in
police,
corrections,
parole,
probation or criminal courts
work, or for persons planning a
career in these areas.
More than 200 area law en¬
forcement workers are currently
receiving professional training at
College of DuPage with the help of
a LEEP loan or grant. This year,
according
to
Charles
W.
Shanholtzer, placement assistant
at College of DuPage, a LEEP
grant or loan will pay the cost of
tuition, fees and books. Full-time
students may also request reim¬
bursement for transportation
costs.
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Gym windows
buckle in gale
Four panes of glass, each 6x8
feet, in the south end of the Gym
were caved in Tuesday night by
violent winds, shredding draperies
and causing at least several
thousand dollars damage.
Fourteen classes in the Gym
were
cancelled
Wednesday

Campaign kicks
off in clusters
A Communication Campaign,
sponsored by student government,
is in progress through the efforts of
the Representative Council, The
Courier and the clusters.
Blackboard space has been
saved all over the campus. Here is
the individual cluster breakdown:
Delta, M141, M147, M145 and its
lounge; Kappa, M138, M123;
Omega, J151 and its lounge; Psi,
M103 and M119; Sigma, K143 and
K147; and Theta, J107 and J117.
Student Government,
The
Courier and all the clusters urge
students to write down any gripes
or questions they have. Answers to
pressing problems can get printed
in the paper, besides being cir¬
culated through the colleges.

because of the intense cold. A crew
from Miller-Davis Construction
Co., using giant scaffolds, had
repair work finished by late af¬
ternoon.
The damage was discovered by
custodians about 10:05 p.m., only
minutes after a dance class had
ended.
Donna
Oleson,
physical
education instructor, told security
the building was “shaking” when
the class left.
Wind velocity was estimated at
about 60 mph.
A pane of plate glass, onequarter-inch thick, weighs about
300 pounds.
Despite the splintering and
smashing of an estimated 200
' square feet of glass, officials
reported the Gym floor survived
serious gouging or rips.
Officials were fearful the
bracing on the panes might also
tumble, but winds abated slightly
Tuesday.
Through it all Tuesday, Bob
Barron, equipment manager, kept
office hours by installing two
electric heaters.
John Paris, vice president,
operations, said it is possible steel
panelling may replace the glass.

Political scientist preaches what he practices
By Mark Kroeger
If any College of DuPage
students have any questions about
the state or county politics, their
best bet would be to look up Frank
Bellinger, political science in-

Frank Bellinger

structor and a DuPage County
Board member.
Bellinger, who has been on the
County Board since 1961, came to
CD after 23 years as an associate
professor at Wheaton College. He
said that after 23 years he felt it
was time to “move around.” He
also said that he felt he could
perform better at College of
DuPage.
Since my specialty is in state and
local politics, I feel I can do more
here,” he said. Seventy percent of
Wheaton’s students are from out of
state and, according to Bellinger,
they aren’t interested in local
politics.
He also said that CD offered him
a better salary, which helped him
make the decision to switch. He
has taken a year’s leave of absence
from Wheaton, but at this point
would stay at CD because of the
better salary. “I’m a prudent
man,” he said. “I have tenure at
Wheaton,” he said, explaining why
he took the leave instead of quit¬
ting outright.

In comparing CD with Wheaton
he said that the motivation is
higher here. “The students at
Wheaton are there because their
parents want them to be there,
whereas the average student here
couldn’t afford to go to four year
schools, or didn’t make good
enough grades and are trying to
get in now.”
When asked if he had to drop his
academic standards when he
started teaching here, Bellinger
said, “Yes, just a little. I can’t
assume that the students know as
much as they did at Wheaton.”
He said that the attitudes were
about the same at both colleges,
but the “religious subculture at
Wheaton
gives
it
more
homogenity.”
Bellinger was also hired to
coordinate the local government
aid program which hasn’t been
able to get off the ground due to the
failure of the referendum. The
program was going to train
students to help out in the county
and local governments level. It

was to be “vocationally oriented”
and could have been combined
with programs such as secretarial
sciences.
When asked what effect the
County Board has on the College of
DuPage, Bellinger said that it had
none. He said, however, that when
they were planning the college,
they should have consulted the
County Board. He said the board
"Had a tract of land that couldTiave
handled the influx of traffic more
efficiently than this spot.
“They should have called it
Bellinger Road,” he said referring
to Lambert Road. Bellinger had
lobbied for its renovation which
meant changing part of it from a
township road to a county road. He
was not a member of the staff at
that time and was acting for the
benefit of his constitutents in
Foxcroft.
Besides being on the County
Board, where he is chairman o? the
space
and
accommodations
committee, he. holds two ap¬
pointments from Gov. Richard B.

Ogilvie. He is a member of the
Northeastern Illinois Planning
Commission, which is responsible
for the comprehensive planning of
the six county Chicago area. The
other is the Commission on Urban
Area Government.
He is also on the DuPage County
Regional Plan Commission.
Bellinger has supported recent
issues in DuPage County such as
extension of County Farm Road
through Belleau Woods, expansion
of the DuPage County Airport and
is currently supporting the
executive form of county govern¬
ment as described under the new
constitution’s Home Rule bill.
Bellinger got into politics in the
late ’50s and early ’60s. He said
that in 1959 there was a scandal in
the County Board and there was a
search for new blood.
“I had a friend bn the Daily
Journal that asked me if I would
run for the County Board. I
jokingly said yes. The next day the
headline read: ‘Professor throws
Hat in Ring’.”

Survey finds

—-

Opinionnaires get
faculty approval
By Fred Hombach

Plastic material covers framework of new building on permanent campus so workmen can con¬
tinue despite cold weather. This picture, shot across an open light court, shows concourse level,
bottom, and plaza and second floors. Construction is behind schedule. — Photo by Bob Fuller.

By Bud Drake

CANDIDATE HERE FRIDAY
Neal Eckert, candidate for
lieutenant governor, who is run¬
ning with Dan Walker, will be at
College of DuPage Friday, Jan. 28
from 11:45 a.m. to 1:15 p.m.
Eckert will answer questions
concerning himself or Dan Walker.

intellect,
emotions,
motor
responses and instinct.
Myers wasted no time in
requesting a leave of absence from
DuPage for the fall quarter, and
having his application to attend
Arica approved on the basis of his
interest in education and the need
for new forms of learning.
Arica, as an institute devoted to
understanding man, builds much
of its background from many
Eastern religions and culture.
As Myers puts it, “The institute
was not interested in converting its
members to another religion.
Instead it asked us to discover
those methods of learning which
we could borrow from these
traditions and apply toward living
in our technological society.”
Myers said that his time at Arica
was well-planned and “very
regimented.” From Oct. 1 until
Dec. 31 he followed a strict 12
hours per day schedule Monday
through Friday, six hours on

they feel that student opinionnaires are valuable in obtaining feedback
from their students. The questions actually asked were these:

, Have you ever used student opinionnaires? Yes 146; No 19; No
response 5.
Do you now use student opinionnaires? Yes 107; No 53; No response
10
Do you plan to use student opinionnaires? Yes 128; No 22; No
response 20.
Sunday and only Saturdays were
Do you think student opinionnaires are valuable? Yes 137; No 10; No
free.
response 23.
His time was spent attending
Concerning the use of student evaluation, most faculty members felt
lectures; several types of exer¬
that student opinionnaires should be a part of a system of evaluation
cises were conducted ranging from
for the purpose of instructional improvement, but a significant
a calisthenics period to breathing
majority felt that student opinionnaires should not be used for the
exercises to dexterity conditioning
purpose of determining salary increment, tenure, etc.. The questions
to meditational exercises. Myers
asked here were:
was put on a high protein threeShould student opinionnaires be part of a system for instructional
meal-a-day diet. Last of all he
improvement? Yes 151; No 12; No Response 7.
followed a reading program which
Should student opinionnaires be part of a system for determining
included Eastern and early
salary increment, tenure, etc? Yes 55; No 105; No Response 10.
Christian writings as well as some
Further concerning how student evaluation should be used, a
current theories of personality.
majority of the faculty felt that student opinionnaires should be used
Myers’ session at Arica ended
voluntarily, with the results being seen only by the instructor. In¬
Dec. 31 and classes resumed for
terestingly enough, only a small number of faculty felt that student
him at DuPage Jan. 4, so he has
opinionnaires should be used voluntarily with the results being seen by
not had much time to evaluate his
the students as well. The question asked here was:
three months at the institute.
If student evaluation is used, do you think student opinionnaires
Myers noted that he “did lose 10
should be (a) voluntary and seen only by the instructor 86; (b)
pounds, but otherwise improved
mandatory and seen only by the instructor 15; (c) mandatory and
my health.” He also came away
seen by instructor and administrator 33; (d) voluntary and seen by
with a “new wider view of
students 11; (e) mandatory and seen by students 8; and No Response
education which would provide for
17.
emotional and even spiritual
II) Faculty views on the purposes of evaluation.
development as well as in¬
When asked what they thought the primary purpose of evaluation
tellectual.”
should be, a significant majority of the faculty (specifically, 106 out of
As to the success he’s had in
170) responded that it should be for the purpose of “improving in¬
applying what he learned at Arica
struction” only. Some other responses, however, were, “to determine
to his teaching, Myers said that
salary increment and tenure,” “growth of individual faculty mem¬
“it’s too early to tell, but it will be
ber”, “administrative measurement”, “assist professional growth.”
exciting to find out.”
Furthermore, a majority of the faculty also felt that evaluation for
the purpose of instructional improvement can be separated from
evaluation for the purpose of determining salary increment, tenure,
etc.: and, more importantly, that evaluation for the purpose of im¬
proving instruction should be separated from evaluation for the
purpose of determining salary increment, tenure, etc..More
specifically, the questions asked here were:
Have you ever wondered what
Do you think evaluation for the purpose of instructional im¬
the dunce sitting in the corner of provement can be separated from evaluation for the purpose of
the room is doing? Well, while you determining salary increment, tenure, etc.? Yes 110; No 51; No
are beating your brains trying to Response 9.
learn math, the dunce is calmly
Do you think evaluation for the purpose of instructional im¬
composing his latest short story in provement should be separated from evaluation for the purpose of
time for the Feb. 9 deadline of determining salary increment, tenure, etc.? Yes 111; No 51; No
WORLDS, the DuPage literary Response 8.
ni) Faculty views on the areas of evaluation.
magazine.
Practically all the faculty members who responded to the
What do you need to make
WORLDS’ world? Nothing but questionnaire felt that evaluation should be a total college community
desire and a pencil (or pen, effort, extending from teachers, to administrators to professional
whichever you prefer writing staff; more specifically, 147 out of 170 responding to the questionnaire
with ). Short stories, poems, felt that there should be evaluation of all teaching, administrative and
paintings, drawings, photographs professional personnel.
It might be of interest to point out what the faculty thought about the
— a- pencil for a photograph? —
anyway, whatever your creative evaluation system as they conceived it to exist here at College ofDuPage. They were asked: Do you feel that the present evaluation
fancy can put on paper.
Or, if you feel your creative system, as you know it, should be changed or modified in any way?
talents just aren’t enough, then Yes 95; No 25; Don’t Know What It Is 45; No Response 5. It must be
join the WORLDS'staff. Magazine remembered, however, that this questionnaire was distributed and
production may be your special responded to before the various colleges were asked to institute their
talent. Open meetings are every own particular systems of methods of assessment and or evaluation.
Finally, it needs to be pointed out that these results from the
Sunday night in the farmhouse at 7
Evaluation Committee’s questionnaire are only some of the results
p.m. for any one interested.
So if you are an artist, an author, obtained from that questionnaire. Other questions, such as on the
a poet or just a person who likes faculty’s views about peer, self and administrative evaluation, were
being creative, share your talent also asked but not discussed here.
If anyone is interested in obtaining more precise, exact, and com¬
with the rest of the world. Drop
your creations in the Farmhouse plete information about the results of the questionnaire, please contact
office, or any of the following Fred Hombach at extension 500. If you wanted to know, for example,
places: K151B, M128B, the Student how many tenured male teaching faculty, between the ages of 30 and
40, felt that student evaluation should be a part of a system for
Activities Office, or the suggestion
box on the east wall of the Campus determining salary increment, tenure, etc, this information could be
obtained.
Center.

Bill Myers — back from Arica
How often does a person receive
a once-in-a-lifetime chance to
participate in a unique human
experiment.
Bill Myers, English instructor,
got that chance last fall. While in
California last summer working
and relaxing from his previous
year’s teaching, Myers visited the
Esalen Institute.
That’s where he first hear of
Arica Institute in Manhattan, a
newly-formed research institute
concerned with human un¬
derstanding as related to man’s

(The author chaired the Evaluation Committee which circulated the
questionnaire).
During the fall quarter, 1971, the Evaluation Committee, a sub¬
committee of the Instructional Council which had been charged with
studying and reporting on the problem of faculty evaluation,
distributed a questionnaire on evaluation to all teaching and non¬
teaching faculy members at College of DuPage.
The purpose of the questionnaire was to find out what the faculty’s
views on evaluation were so that the committee could get a better idea
of what to consider or what not to consider in its study. Of 247
questionnaires distributed, 170 were returned, representing a return of
approximately 69 percent. Some of the results obtained from that
questionnaire follow:
I) Faculty views on student opinionnaires.
An overwhelming majority of faculty members at COD not only
have used student opinionnaires at one time or another but presently
use them in their classes and plan to use them in the future. Moreover,

Worlds deadline
is Feb. 9

.
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Schlesinger’s for McGovern
Arthur1 Schlesinger, once a
special aid to President John F.
Kennedy, spoke to a small
gathering of McGovern supporters
at Willowbrook High School
Monday night.
Schlesinger set three standards
for what he thought the next
president of the United States
should
meet.
They
were
credibility, instinct in foreign
policy and domestic concern with
the nature of America as a human
community. He said that the White
House now needed a man who
“tells the truth.”
“We’re used to deceit from the
White House, these men have
disfigured the White House long
enough” he said.

Schlesinger also said that the
foreign policy of the last few ad¬
ministrations have been “ar¬
chitects of disaster.” “If the
President lacks self-confidence, he
will believe that the generals and
cabinet members know more than
he. He must not be intimidated and
overwhelmed by the West¬
morelands and the Rusks,” he
said.
Schlesinger lashed out at Nixon
by telling the negations made from
the policies he claimed during his
campaign in 1968. “He was anti¬
communist so he’s visiting Peking,
and he said he believed in a free
market and he started the wage
price freeze,” he said.
Schlesinger closed his speech by

saying that McGovern was the one
Democrat and liberal in the
tradition of Franklin D. Roosevelt,
Adlai Stevenson, John F. Kennedy
and Robert F. Kennedy.” He also
said that “McGovern has an
awareness of the problems of the
young.”
“I doubt whether the young
people will believe in our system
again until they have someone that
can share their feelings,” he said.
Speaking before Schlesinger at
the rally were Leon Despres,
alderman from the 5th Ward in
Chicago and Leland Rayson, state
legislator from the 9th District.
Both men expressed their hope
that the Democrats’ problem in
DuPage County could be changed.

Wall to ‘listen to people’
The rock recording group Bloodrock will appear in two shows Feb. 5
24jC°llege

°f DuPage' For ticket '“formation call 858-2800, Extension

Books on women needed by class
Books written by women, or
about women, famous or in¬
famous, risen or fallen, are needed
as supplemental material for a
history course on Women in
American Society which Will be
offered spring quarter by College
of DuPage.
According to history instructor
Mrs. Adade Wheeler, Wheaton,
many recent paperback books
have been published which explore
women of today and yesterday,
and in literature. In addition, there
are many older books in attics and
basements which could be used as
background material. Although
the college’s Learning Resources
Center (LRC) contains some of the
materials covered by the course,

says Mrs. Wheeler, it does not
presently have funds available to
acquire various books and
periodicals needed for special
studies and projects. Books con' tributed to the history course on
Women in American Society will
be placed in the LRC and bear a
gift plate with the donor’s name.
All gifts are deductible for tax
purposes.
Persons wishing to donate
material can either contact Mrs.
Wheeler at 858-2800, ext. 502 to
arrange for a pick up, or deliver
the books to Bob Viehman between
8:00 a.m. and 4:30 p.m. in room J137 in the LRC located on the
college’s interim campus, 22nd
Street and Lambert Road, Glen
Ellyn.

The
Rev.
James
Wall,
Democratic
candidate
for
Congress, addressed the Lombard
Democratic Club meeting last
Friday to describe his platform for
the race.
The Rev. Wall is running in the
14th District against the in¬
cumbent
Republican
John
Erlenborn. Wall, an ordained
minister,
is
editor
of
a
denominational magazine, the
Christian Advocate.
The Rev. Wall has just recently
announced his candidacy, and has
been slated by the DuPage
Democratic Central Committee.
He said he wants to spend a lot of
time “listening to people.”
He feels he should speak
anywhere in the county, be they,
“friendly or hostile.” He wants
equal time, and expressed this as a
“moral obligation.”
Quoting from an Almanac for
American Politics, the Rev. Wall
read the description of the 14th
District. It said that DuPage
county was the most conservative
in Illinois, and “that makes it one

of the most conservative in the
country,” said the speaker. The
district used to include the
Democratic-slanted city of Joliet
voters, but since the remapping of
districts, Republican voters have
outnumbered the Democrats.
“I believe it can be done,” said
the Rev. Wall, referring to the
obstacles confronting him. “We
cannot blindly follow a one-party
system,” he said, adding, “Con¬
servatism too easily characterizes
DuPage County.”
The Rev. Wall cited Erlenborn’s
voting record on Womens’ Rights
— no; Environmental Control —
no; the Anti-Ballistic System —
yes; and the Super-Sonic Tran¬
sport — yes. These issues he
described as “welfare for those
who already have it.”
He
presented
a
thesis
statement: “We live in a district
considered safe and secure for
Republicans, and this acceptance
stems from ignorance of Erlen¬
born’s voting record.”
Though the initials FDR are

something a politician shouldn’t
mention here, the Rev. Wall ad¬
mitted the war-time President was
one of his earlier mentors. He
ended his speech with, “I’m a new
campaigner and I love a good
fight!”

WANT
HOME TUTORS NEEDED: If
You Want To Work In An Exciting
Learning Concept Which Has A
99.5 Percent Success Record . . .
If You Feel You Can Motivate
Young People . . .
If You Have Good Grades . . .
We may have part-time em¬
ployment for you to tutor students,
grades 1 to 12, in riding and math
in Glen Ellyn, Wheaton, Downers
Grove and Naperville areas. Car
necessary. Phone 469-1444 or 6654583.
Alcola Subsidiary. Part-time
175.00. Car necessary. Call 3451182. Mr. Rhoades.

Nursing grads
Continued from Page 1
students, 2 lab techs, 2 dietary, 1
O.R. tech, 7 office jobs, 5 volun¬
teers or candy striper, 1 assistant
administrator. The degrees or
certificates held by them are: 12
LPN, 6 A. D., 1 med tech, 1 X-ray
tech, 1 surgical tech, 1 B.A. music,
1 B.S. Business administration, 1
B.S. Biology, 1 degree in ac¬
counting, 1 real estate license, 2
Red Cross certificates.
“The nursing faculty will con¬
tinue to advise and counsel a large
number with interests in nursing.
Future plans for nursing include
evaluation of needs of the
professional nurses in the com¬
munities,” Mrs. Santucci said. “If
the need continues, it would be
reasonable to offer educational
programs, either as workshops
and seminars or as courses at
DuPage. Last year, a seminar for
inactive nurses was offered and
was very successful.
“It is a deep concern to me that
hundreds of students who indicate
an interest in the health area have
so limited a choice of programs at
the community college. The
nursing faculty will cooperate with
those who are planning additional
health curricula so these students
are not lost to the health area. This
seems imperative at a time when
the growth of health manpower
needs of society are evident,” said
Mrs. Santucci.
Provost of Sigma, Ted Tilton,
stated, “All reactions from the
floors in the hospitals have been
positive. I visited some of them
and talked to the former students
who were working there now and
all of it has been positive.”

PHONE:

354-6661
COLLEGE OF OUPAGE DEPARTMENT OF PERFORMING ARTS presents

Flowers, Inc.
911
LA

WEST

55TH

GRANGE.

The

STREET

ILLINOIS

"in" group loves flowers!

CHARLES SOEHREN

The CDPB Film Committee presents;

Happened
11

On The Way Tc The Forum

RAIN

JAN. 27-30
A NEW COLLEGE MUSICAL COMEDY
Book by

PEOPLE
To be shown on Feb. 2 & 3 at
2:00 & 7:00 p.m. and on Feb. 4
at 2:00 & 8:00 p.m. in the
Back Room. Admission $1.00

fr

BURT SHEVELOVE
LARRY GELBART

Music and Lyrics by
STEPHEN SONDHEIM

TIME 8 15 PM - THURSDAY
FRIDAY. SATURDAY. 3 00 PM SUNDAY THE PERFORMANCES
WILL BE IN THE CONVOCATION
CENTER. M BUILDING PRICES
ARE S 50 FOR HIGH SCHOOL
STUDENTS. SI.50 FOR
COMMUNITY PATRONS. COLLEGE
OF DUPAGE STUDENTS ARE
FREE
TICKETS AND
INFORMATION ARE AVAILABLE
IN THE OFFICE OF STUDENT
ACTIVITIES
K138 - PHONE:
858 2800. oxt 241,
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Cop out?
Well, fellow 19 year olds, Feb. 2 is the big day. That is when all of our
birthdays are going to be submitted to the government to see who will
be able to participate in their favorite pastime. The entire affair
reminds me of a television game show, where the announcer reads a
list of winners. However, this year there won’t be as many fortunate
recipients a? there were last year. The government will only take up to
number 75, so they say. After all, the war is winding down. But,
regarding all of you “unlucky ones’.’ who receive a bad number, I
really wouldn’t feel too bad: you can always watch the “lucky ones”
on the tube, which is the next best thing to being there.
It is notable that the government has decided to move the drawing
date forward. They claim it will give the expected nominees a better
opportunity to plan their future. Touching. Perhaps the draft board is
hoping for a wave of enlistments, but probably the biggest trend will
be those moving to Canada and elsewhere. Not to mention the coun¬
tless number of students who will be forced to terminate their
educational plans. But, all of us are going to have to face our con¬
science and face our moral beliefs or succumb to the government’s
wishes.
For all of you filing c.o. (conscientious objector, or cop out, as they’ll
call you) I wish you luck. Only one fellow citizen died in combat last
week in Vietnam, the lowest toll in years. And again, after years of
experience, the draft board members are going to be expert in¬
terrogators. First of all, they will regard you as guilty for not believing
as they, which of course, is a very fine point of law. Then they will
insinuate that you’re a coward because you wouldn’t fight after the
Japs bombed Pearl Harbor. Then they’ll catch you with your pants
down, labelling you both un-democratic and un-American. Then
comes the biggie: “you mean you won’t die to defend your country.
You mustn’t love it very much.”
As much as I might love my country, I find it difficult to express my
appreciation of it by exterminating someone else. As many scholars of
undisputed fame have proclaimed, “as long as man exists, there will
be wars.” As pessimistic as the thought might be, history will bear out
its truth. To me violence seems like the easy way out, or to coin a
phrase, a cop out. To die for my country seems meaningless and in¬
consequential, I would much rather live for it.
—RickRuthardt

Wake up
Representative Jim Kolbe of Omega Cluster has proposed to the
Student Representative Council that a $3000 spring formal be scrat¬
ched in favor of starting a cable monitoring system. Is it practical?
Some 493 signatures from petitions say so.
The plan is to donate the money towards an educational and com¬
munication gain in an “area where we really need it,” said Kolbe at
the Jan. 20 meeting.
To start this temporary monitoring system, it would cost $250 for
each monitor and $1000 for each video tape recorder that might go
along with it. Hopefully, each cluster lounge could be accommodated;
plus the Developmental Learning Lab (DLL), the Learning Resources
Center (LRC), the M Bldg. Convocation Center, and the Gym.
Kolbe presented some convincing arguments to back up his
proposal. What DuPage needs, he said, is some direct contact with the
students. And why blow $3000 on a spring formal when the referendum
didn’t pass? why not help the education for a change?
Of course, $3000 will not pay for the entire setting up of such a
system. But an even better follow-up could be the donation of some
money from the Class of ’72.
The Representative Council is trying to work out a communication
campaign with the students. It looks like a big responsibility for about
14 interested people. Response from students contains a lot of gripes
and little constructive criticism, but reaching out to them could still be
worth the effort.
I personally applaud the council for its efforts, and wish it the best of
luck. I would urge the representatives to bear down on specifics about
the monitoring system promptly, so the rest of DuPage can wake up.
Mary Gabel

Challenge
The Courier announced in the first issue of the winter quarter, (it
was on Page 1), that a ‘Student Action Line’ was being started by
Student Government.
A ‘gripe column’ was to be this paper’s baby. In case no one saw it,
(it was on Page 4), the very next week a space was provided for
students to write down gripes or questions for our Executive Board
and Representative Council to deal with. What happened? Nothing.
This week, The Courier has printed a reminder to students about
their new privileges of communication. This editorial is a direct
challenge to anyone willing to work through the channels available to
see whether the systems work out. DuPage could be ready for a few
changes. The elections last Tuesday and Wednesday for three
amendments to the Constitution proved that.
Accordingly, chalkboard space has been saved in at least two
cluster classrooms and, of course, they are for your convenience.
Student Government wishes fervently that any or all students who
have questions or gripes will write them down on the spaces saved for
those purposes.
_ . ,
ThP piflssrnnms are listed in an article on Page 1.
— Mary Gabel

happenings
By Laurie Snyder

Quick run through of old things
to remember. Movies coming up,
“The Rain People” Feb. 1,2, and 3,
and “Woodstock” Feb. 11 and 12.
“Bloodrock” is coming Feb. 5.
Tickets on sale at student ac¬
tivities.
Stan Dale will be here Feb. 16
from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. in the
Convocation Center. He is being
sponsored by Psi Cluster. Ad¬
mission price 50 cents.
The Lyric Quartet will be
serenading us Monday, Jan. 31, 9
a.m. - noon in the Convocation
Center. It’s free!! They will be
singing pieces from the Classical
period.
A Funny Thing Happened On
The Way To The Forum is a quaint

musical which will be performed
Thursday, Feb. 27 through.
Saturday. Admission is free as far
as I know, for CD students.
Congratulations are in order for
Janice Dahlberg, Janice Stratton,
Lillian Rawaillot, Tom Schmidt,
and Steve Collie for being finalists
for the outstanding student
achievement award. The lucky
winner screened by the centralized
services committee will be an¬
nounced Feb. 10 at 7:30 p.m.,
possibly in K163.
Best wishes for a speedy
recovery to Len Urso, who suf¬
fered a broken ankle.
Just a reminder — if you know of
any activities or community
services — let me know.
Until next time—

Chamber music
csQ|icert Jan. 31
The Lyric Arts Quartet will give
50-minute Chamber Music con¬
certs at 9 and 11 a.m. Monday, Jan.
31, in the Convocation Center of M
Bldg. The concerts are under the
joint auspices of the ASB Cultural
Committee and the Music
Department. Admission is free.
The Lyric Arts Quartet consists
of players from the Chicago Lyric
Opera Orchestra and the Chicago
Symphony Orchestra. The group
has appeared at the College
previously.
The 9 a.m. concert will be a
lecture-demonstration, during
which the instruments used and
the music played will be discussed.
The 11 a.m. concert will be more
formal. The quartet will be joined
by a second cellist for quintet
music.
The repertoire will include
chamber music by Haydn,
Schubert and Boccherini. All
members of the college family are
invited to attend.

Focus on Film
By Rick Ruthardt

Perhaps the ultimate objective
of the film-maker is to capture a
moment of time. In the hands of an
artist, he can shape and hold the
time as his own, constructing it as
he deems fit. Peter Bogdanovich
has done just that in The Last
Picture Show. He shows a lot of old
cars sputtering across the screen
and plays country music so we
automatically know the story
occurs during the ’50s in a small
Texas town. So small, says one of
the characters, “that you can’t
even sneeze without someone
handing you a hankie.” What she
really meant was that everyone
knew who was sleeping with
everybody else.
In between the action in the
bedroom, a very slim plot
emerges. We see the lives, sex
lives that is, of three high school
seniors: Sonny, his best friend
Duane, and Duane’s girl friend,
Jacy. As the plot thickens, Duane
can’t “make it” with Jacy
because of an infected stomach
disorder. Jacy is very upset, you
see, because she’s the only virgin
in the class. (Actually I think the
film is a sociological study conceming the pressure of peer
groups.) Jacy then turns to her
mother who arranges a date for
her with one of her lovers.
Meanwhile Sonny is having an
affair with an older woman whose
husband coaches the basketball
team. Their affair continues
through the summer with little
difficulties. Her husband, who is
never around, is evidently running
laps at the track.
The story rambles on, picking up
speed in a few scattered spots.
Being a mood film, one with no
physical action and little conflict,
it must rely totally on the acting.
The actors fail in this respect; they
lack any real substance, save
Timothy Bottoms as Sonny. Ben
Johnson, as Sam the Lion, is good,
but not good enough to be considered the focal point of the film.
He symbolically represented the
“Life” of the town and when he
died so did its people. The intent is
fine; however, too much of the film
relied on Sam’s character which
was never really developed. The
remainder of the cast is hard to
believe in; their portrayals are
phony, as though they were
playing people who had never
really existed.
The sex in the film was treated
just as sex, if there was any love
involved it was purely accidental.
When it wasn’t degrading it was
downright pretentious. As Sonny
makes love to the coach’s wife, the
sound of the bed squeaking
dominates the sound track. No one
seemed to enjoy themselves, and

when they did it didn’t last very
long.
\ majority of critics have
lavishly praised The Last Picture
show, labeling it as an “epic in its
time” and as the “best American
film ever made.” They also

recognized Peter Bogdanovich as
the best director on the scene
today. I must dispute both counts,
There have been too many films in
recent years which surpass Picture Show in both theme and
quality. Bonnie and Clyde, The
Graduate, 2001, Midnight Cowboy,
The Wild Bunch and Five Easy
Pieces, are but a few. As for

Bogdanovich, it is difficult to
become a genius with just one film,
I foresee him leaving no imprint on
the current trends in cinema. He
introduced nothing new and he was
n°t overly imaginative in the
placement of his cameras. Overall
his scenes were linked with the
same tedious devices, which
makes the film both repetitious
an(i uneventful,
The film is lensed in black and
white, and like the rest of the film,
doesn’t quite make it. As
Bogdanovich reasoned, “All the
great movies were shot in black
white.” What he fails to see is
that all the earlier artists were
forced to film in black and white,
They had no alternatives. Now that
they can choose, all of the greats
Bogdanovich refers to, Ford,
weUes, Fellini, and Bergman, are
now shooting their films in color,
Bogdanovich’s reasoning is about
as shaUow as the filmFILM NOTES
Charlie Chaplin Fans: Apologies

for the wrong info last issue. The
festival is at the Carnegie, where
one °f his seven films will be shown
weekly. Tickets are $3 a throw or
10 f°r fhe entire series.
Humphrey Bogart is at his best
tonight in Sahara at 10:30 p.m.
on the tube.
Film Odyssey: Jean Renoir’s
classic, The Grand Illusion shown
°n Channel 11 at 7:30 and 9:30
Friday, Jan. 28th.
Stanley Kubrick's masterpiece,
A Clockwork Orange opens at the
Michael Todd theatre next Friday,
Feb. 4th. A must!!

Student loans
Comptroller Tom Schmidt has
announced that only $14.50
remains in the Student Loan Fund,
and urges people to pay back the
loans on time. The contingency
fund started with $200.
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Turntable
By Michael Orlock
Every Picture Tells A Story, one
of the best albums of last year,
proved to be the catalyst that
vaulted singer and composer Rod
Stewart to the zenith of rock music
popularity. With a handful of
stylized non-songs and a voice as
abrasive and scratchy as sand¬
paper rubbed against slate,
Stewart ascended to the pinnacle:
of commercial and artistic suc¬
cess, as popular in his time as the
Beatles and Rolling Stones were.
The LP and the single release,
Maggie May, topped the record
charts around the country for
more than a month, clearing the!
million mark in sales. For Rod
Stewart it was the end, he could
climb no higher. The only avenue
left to him was down.
Since popularity and success are
transitory things in the music
trade, and since modem music is
prone to following trends more
than any other art form, the
meteoric rise and sudden fall to
anonymity of a rock star is a
common occurrence.
A musician has to make it while
he can, and if he is smart and
talented he stands a good chance of
becoming extremely wealthy.
Rod Stewart is a prime example
of this formula. He is a very
talented musician, seems to be
intelligent, and because of his
phenomenal success is most likely
very rich. Yet Stewart is different
than a majority of his superstar
contemporaries. While many of
them will soon bite the dust,
Stewart gives every indication that
he will be around for quite some
| time.
The reason for this is that
I Stewart is an integral part of the
rock group Faces. Once known as
The Small Faces, they had a
[ mediocre hit several years back in
Itchycoo Park before they faded
I into obscurity. Their return was
j evidenced by the release of the
i album First Step, an album that
featured Rod Stewart as the
group’s vocalist and Ron Wood on
lead guitar. It didn’t meet up to the
group’s capabilities and con|sequently went unnoticed.
By the time of Long Player, the
Inew group’s second album,
I Stewart had matured into a first
Irate composer, experimenting
I with structure and style as in the
(songs Sweet Lady Mary and Bad 'n

Ruin, and Ronnie Wood for the
first time showed true brilliance on
lead guitar. It was a remarkable
LP when compared to First Step.
Though not well publicized, it
caught the public’s imagination as
well as critical acclaim.
This brings us to the group’s
third effort, A Nod Is As Good As A
Wink ... To A Blind Horse. After
repeated listenings, it proves to be
a very praiseworthy album,
somewhat superficial but with
enough verve and vitality to cover
up for it.
Faces is an essential and daz¬
zlin’ rock band, relying primarily
upon their ability to sweep the
listener off his feet with the kinetic
vibrancy of their music. In this
respect, they are very similar to
The Rolling Stones and Led Zep¬
pelin. They are all heavily
dependent upon performance and
raw power to captivate and excite
an audience. Consequently, their
studio recordings tend to be
somewhat boring and times
listless and two-dimensional.
The electric hard rock material
on A Nod Is As Good As A Wink . . .
is interesting to listen to, but lacks
depth and feeling. It exists on the
surface, polished and slick, like a
sheet of ice with nothing un¬
derneath for support. A case in
point is the song Stay With Me, a
funny composition featuring
musical craftsmanship of the
highest order, yet still one gets the
feeling that it would be even more
enjoyable if performed live.
Two excellent cuts clearly stand
on their own, though, pointing to
the diversity of style and amazing
resourcefulness of the group. One
of them is a composition by Ronnie
Lane, entitled Debris, on which he
sings a textured and melancholy
vocal. The other is a song called
Love Lives Here, a combined
effort by Wood, Lane and Stewart
that is beautifully produced.
Faces is definitely a group not to
be ignored or dismissed too easily.
Even though A Nod is As Good As
A Wink . . . does possess its
weaknesses (and can’t even begin
to compare with the excitement
and energy of a live performance),
there is enough in it to make it
enjoyable and worthwhile, as well
as to reaffirm Rod Stewart’s
popularity and guarantee his
future financial success.

TV airs Thursday
Media Class 202 is putting final
|touches into its first television
[shows scheduled for presentation
next Thursday, Feb. 3. The show
ivill run from 10:45 to 11:15 and will
pe divided into segments which
i'ill cover creative works of the
Students to time provided for clubs
Pr individuals to present wor¬
thwhile information. Time will
plso be provided for student want
pds of various sorts.
As teacher Gary Bergland says,
The shows are entirely up to the
tridents.” The small class of 11, is
pivided up into two groups of
production. One group will plan
pll of the usage of time, while the
pther group will handle all of the
echnical aspects. The groups will
|°tate every week.
| The show will be under strict,
pgimentation” says Pat Pheiffer,
|roducer of the first show. “Every
ninute of the show must be
arefulty arranged.”
Bergland, who is also a producer
Calvacade Productions in
heaton, is pleased with the
progress of the class. They spent
pe entire first quarter getting
ecustomed to the equipment.

“It takes a while to capture the
essence of a television news
production,” he says. And he adds
that a live performance is
probably the best way to learn.
The program is expected to last
the entire quarter. It will be aired
on Channel Three and if there is
any difficulties, a monitor will be
set up in the hall.

Being the adventures of a young man
whose principal interests are rape,
ultra-violence and Beethoven.

STANLEY KUBRICK S

A Stanley Kubnr k Pmdur tun A CLOCKWORK ORANGE Starring Malcolm McDowell • Fbtnck Magee
Adnennp Corn and Miriam Karim • Screenplay by Stanley Kubrick • Based on the novel by
Anthony Burgess • Produced and Directed by Stanley Kubrick • t „•< ui>vp Producers
Mo, i R.i.ih rfnci % i rtvnotf • From Warner Bros A Kinney Company
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Cabaret ‘huge success’
By Linda Feltman

Assistant Maitre’d Bill McQuarters surveys the scene at the Back
Room at last Friday night’s Cabaret. Photo by Ken Marks.

price in the rear of the Back Room
turned nightclub.
College of DuPage’s nightclub
“Sandalwood” provided the
Cabaret series opened last Friday entertainment for the crowded and
to a packed crowd of students and smoke-filled room. Their selection
faculty. At least 200 “paying” of songs was limited, and all were
guests showed up.
too slow to dance to, so that most of
Guests were greeted at the door the audience remained seated. The
by a waiter decked out in tux and intimate atmosphere was a good
tails, and were formally and ef¬ way to just sit and relax, listen to
ficiently seated after an af¬ music being played and enjoy
firmative answer of “table for people’s company.
two?” was given. Soon, out of
The group itself seemed to have
nowhere, a waitress, attired in a difficult time getting it all
hotpants and boots, appeared with together. They chattered about
a free glass of imitation cham¬ mistakes and missed notes. Only
pagne for each guest and a basket once did they seem to remember
of pretzels per table.
that they were playing for an
The pretzels were good — fresh, audience and attempt some kind of
crispy ... the fermented apple communication. At one point, one
juice, which was the nights’ of the waiters made a crack about
substitute for champagne was “show’s out here, boys.”
cold. There were other beverages,
A few of the more recognizable
all non-alcoholic, for a modest songs Sandalwood played included

Ride Captain Ride by the Blue:
Image, What's That Sound by thi
Buffalo Springfield and Fire am
Rain by James Taylor. The latte:
song inspired one couple to get u]
and dance in the traditional slov
dance manner.
The group took a break aroum
10 p.m. and at this point most of thi
audience filed out, while a wholi
new group of guests filed in. As ;
result there were essentially tw:
shows given by Sandalwood.
The Cabaret series seemed to bi
a well organized idea, one whicl
Tom McDermott, the director
must have spent a lot of tim
putting in order.
Tripp Throckmorton, progran
board adviser, later said it “was;
huge success, more than we eve
hoped for, and are presentl;
negotiating contracts for futun
Cabaret acts.”

Schneider talks about ‘Ethics’
By Paul Milano

Miss Lucile Friedli, Student Activities Director, Mary Ellen
Lowderbaugh and Tripp Throckmorton, program board adviser,
discuss the Cabaret atmosphere. Photo by Ken Marks.

When you've found
someone lo share your dream

Rep. J. Glenn Schneider, DDistrict 38, met with College of
DuPage students Monday in K163
and discussed the new breed of
politicians and their goal of finding
“ethics in government.”
As a candidate for reelection,
Schneider comes across as a
middle-aged politician eager to be
recognized by intelligent youth.
Schneider sees in the younger
politicians, an overambitious zeal
to have a hand in uprooting
corruption in government.
Schneider said that men such as
Dan Walker, a Democratic can¬
didate for governor, are idolized as
progressive geniuses. However, he
said, ‘Walker’s approach in
gaining notoriety has been through
the prosecuting of offenders.
Schneider said this tactic is
detrimental to Walker’s cam¬
paign, and added, “If I had to give
one word of advice to Walker, it
would be to stop prosecuting.”
Schneider said Walker hopes to
win with the vote of the young, but
the young, in Schneider’s opinion,
will fail to vote.
Freshmen politicians must learn
to please the majority. “If,” said
Schneider, “someone can tell them
who the majority is.”
Rep. Schneider, a teacher at the
DuPage House of Correction,
predicted the legalization of
marijuana would not pass in
“conservative Illinois,” because

“we don’t know enough about the
drug yet.”
And an abortion law reform bill
would have a chance of “zero” to
pass, he said. “It is considered
murder in Illinois, and the doctor
as well as the mother would be
responsible,” said Schneider.
“This present situation could
change however.”
Schneider said he considers
education, environment, prison
reform and government reforms
his chief concerns. He said capital

punishment “should be abolished
He agreed any changes madi
would evolve from the new em
phasis on “ethics in government.’
The solution to the problem, hi
says, is that “you’ve got to elec
people who are honest.”
Schneider made a pitch for Pau
Simon, Democratic candidate foi
governor. He predicted tha
Simon’s “independent, hardnosec
and downstate personality” shoulc
c" y him through the election.

‘United Republicans’
talk to CR’S
By Mark Lickteig

The upcoming DuPage County
Board primary election was the
main topic of discussion at the
regular meeting of the College
Republicans last Sunday night.
Four candidates from County
Board District Three (Downers
Grove Township) spoke. Running
under the slogan “Republicans
United” are Bud Kirchhoff; Andy
Kohl; Mrs. Mariel Schlesinger;
and Bill Swegler.
In their brief talks they stressed
that a citizen should be better
informed about how the County
Board operates and how tax
money is spent. One of thencomplaints was the Board’s
spending more money than it gets
and a lack of judgment in setting

The CDPB Film Committee presents;

priorities. An example they citei
was the County’s allotment of
million dollars for a real estat
purchase while the DuPag
Convalescent Home with a waitini
list of over 300 is in bad need o
expansion.
They also defended taxpayer
rights to vote in referendums oi
tax and debt issues, and expressei
“recognition that the preservatioi
of self-government requires tha
elected officials not relinquisi
their power and responsibilities t
appointed commissions which ar
not answerable to the people.”
The remainder of the meetini
was spent planning the club’
platform for the upcoming C.B
convention Feb. 18-20. Ric
Schlesinger said that Jame
(Pate) Phillip will be on campu
Monday, Feb. 14. The next meetin
is scheduled for Sunday, Feb. 13 a
7:30, he said.

Blood drive set
Feb. 16 for boy

Danny Warren, 10, of Wheaton
for whom a blood drive i
scheduled at College of DuPage, i
suffering from a rare diseas
called histiocytosis or abnorma
blood cells.
There are only some 3
documented cases similar to thi
boy’s, according to Mrs. Valeri
Burke, R.N., college nurse.
The blood drive here will be Feb
16. Students are urged to maki
* appointments now with Nurse
Burke.
The boy is in serious condition
His spleen was removed Jan. 12

we have a ring set tor the two ot you
to share.
IVY III

MARKS BROS.

WANTS

JEWELERS • SINCE 18®5

EVERGREEN PLAZA

• YORKTOWN

iTo be shown on Feb. 11 at 2:30 fc 7:00 p.m. and on Feb. 12
>8:00 p.m. in the M-Bldg. Convocation Center. Admission:
$1.50

Sublet large one-bedroon
apartment in Lombard. Swimmini
pool, air conditioning. $185 pe
month. Call ext. 559 or 629-0337.
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Alive and kicking

Jock Scraps
By Mike Hubly
Sports Editor
Each week the sports desk is piled high with letters from athletes
around the wurld wanting to know various questions about sports at
College of DuPage.
Not having time for personal replies this week I shall share with my
readers the answers supplied the jocks.
Q. Things have been real lonesome sitting on the bench by myself. I
do this because my fellow bench warmers all graduated and went to
DuPage and became super stars. Is there a place for a 130-pound
football player like myself at DuPage?
A. Of course. First you’ll have to sign up for a weight reduction at
Nu-Dimensions. After successful completion I’m sure we can find spot
for you as a starting defensive tackle.
Q. Some sports writers have called me the greatest basketball
player on the east coast. My problem is I really want to play for Coach
Walters at DuPage, but since I wear my hair in a pony tail with a full
beard, I don’t meet his clean-cut jock image. Is there anyway I can
play without losing my identity.?
I doubt it. Coach Walters will however put you on the team providing
you shampoo with “Nair”, shave your beard and take up reading Gil
Thorpe comic books.
Q. I am a Mexican exchange student who would like to join the
soccer team. My problem is four bales of hemp flower tops and leaves
I have from my home country. Would the coach and players be op¬
posed to my having this Mexican meal?
A-. Not if you share it.
Q. I am a coach who would like to coach junior college atheletics. My
problem is no institution will have me due to my past record of 91
straight defeats. How about CD?
A. Step right over and sign up here. You’ll have no problems since
our athletic director lost 92 in his day.
Q. Since mother threw me out ot the house ail my gym wear has
turned yellow because of a weak bleach. How can I keep this from
embarrassing me at DuPage?
A. leave it in your locker and the green mold will make everyone
think you’re a loyal Chaparral.
Q. I have never been able to play a good game of basketball without
pom-pon girls to entertain me at halftime. How are the pom-pons at
CD?
E. They’re great, but I bet you a buck you can’t afford them by the
pound.
Q. DuPage’s athletic director Joseph Palmeri claims to have a sport
for everybody, but still hasn’t started inter-collegiate roller derby.
What can I do to sell Joe on the fastest growing sport in America?

A. Get him a blind dinner date with Joanie Weston of the Bay
Bombers. His charm just might pay off.
Q. What is the best cluster for a shot putter who cares little about
academics?
A. Alpha of course. Shot Put 101 is now worth 5 quarter hours credit
and has helped even the best shotputters. The only prerequisite is that
you can read a measuring tape.

Swimmers split week
By Thea Lesser

The College of DuPage swim
team swam well Friday, defeating
Sauk Valley 81-24, but the
Chaparrals lost Saturday 71-31 at
Whitewater.
Sauk Valley could get just one
first place as the Chaparrals
ompletely dominated the dual
meet. Tom McGloin, Rich Fishel
and Mike Thompson were double
dinners for DuPage.

and second in the one meter
required dives and first and third
in the one meter optional dives.
DuPage’s 400-yard medley

relay, which has already qualified
for the nationals, has great per¬
sonnel in Fishel, Thompson,
McGuire and Bill Munson, ac¬
cording to Chaparral coach A1
Zamsky.
Thompson and Frank Milazzo
Fishel won the 100-yard butterfly won the only races at Whitewater.
and the 200-yard individual Thompson won the 200-yard breast
medley. Against Triton the stroke and Milazzo took the three
Previous week Fishel broke meter dive.
The Chaparrals are finally over
DuPage’s record for the 160-yard
individual medley with a time of the flu bug and back at full
1:49.5. The old record was held by strength, reported Zamsky.
Zamsky is generally pleased
tarry O’Parka, DuPage’s first AllAmerican swimmer, with a time of with his team performances this
1:54.2.
year.
“The record won’t be the best,
McGloin won both the 500- and
1000-yard free style. Thompson but if you look at the schedule, you
won the 100-yard free style and the can see why,” said Zamsky. “The
small school swim team is
200-yard breast stroke.
disappearing fast so we have to
Kevin Sugino won the 50-yard compete against four - year
ree style, while teammate Mike schools.”
DuPage is now 2-2-1 for the year
McGuire captured the 200-yard
and will have its next home meet
ack stroke.
DuPage’s divers, Tom Mc¬ against Wright at noon Wednesday
Dermott and John Lytle, took first at North Central College.

someone to replace him, with
approval of the council. He
nominated Inter-Club Council
Chairman Doug Schauer, and then
the fireworks went off, and all of a
sudden the council was making
news.
The representatives argued
vehemently over the issue of ap¬
pointment versus elections for
over two weeks. Another point
came up whether it was legitimate
to have the Executive Council
consisting of Veteran’s Club
members. Finally, Schauer was
voted down, and amendments
were proposed to change the
constitution.
The three amendments, in ef¬
fect, say that putting the question
of filling vacant positions should be
left up to the students in cluster
decisions, or all-college elections.
Reorganization can work, if the
clusters can reach a larger amount
of students. Student Government
can work, if it is willing to
cooperate.

By Mary Gabel

Hugh Wallace, in Roman attire,
who plays Hero, a lead role.

‘Funny Thing’
is vaudeville
“If Buster Keaton were lurking
in the shadows of one of the pillars,
I wouldn’t be surprised,” said
Craig Berger, director of A Funny
Thing Happened on the Way to the
Forum which opens tonight in M

Bldg. Convocation Center.
“This script has the KeatonVaudeville flavor and if we cap¬
ture part of it in the production,
I’m satisfied,” he said.
The Forum set to music and
placed in Rome is a bawdy musical
frolic. It has almost everything
Vaudeville and old slapstick had —
chase scenes, sight cage, mistaken
identity and “one liners.”
Curtain time is 8:15 p.m. today,
Friday and Saturday. There will
be a 3 p.m. Sunday presentation
also.

Whenever a student organization
meets, it should be expected that
actual discussion of business starts
very slowly. Order has to be
reached first, and then the jokes
and cynical remarks come as a
matter of course. Not until the first
Outburst of temper or misun¬
derstanding occurs do things
really start to move. Students
might do well to attend the Student
Representative Council, for it is
alive and kicking, and has
energetic people serving it with
ideas.
A lot of changes happened this
year, because of clustering, and
for student government, the
change was long overdue.
The Student Senate of past
years, and especially in ’70-71,
never was a true functioning body
serving the best interests of the
students. The walkout of 22
senators last spring symbolized
the futility of trrying to keep the
old system alive.
The fall quarter served as an
orientation for the clusters, with
other organizations getting used to
the new processes. The new
Student Representative Council
didn’t do much, probably because
no one knew what to do.
Well, they’re doing something
now. The scene is still rather
unorganized, but everything
seems to be falling into place.
Elections were held Tuesday and
Wednesday to approve amend¬
ments to the Constitution. They
concerned vacancies and ap¬
pointments of representatives and
officers.
The controversy began when
former ASB Vice-President Lew
Baylor resigned, and according to
the constitution, ASB President
John Hrubec had to appoint

"RAIN PEOPLE"

An “intense and thought
provoking” film, The Rain People,
will be presented Feb. 2 at 2 and 7'
p.m. and Feb. 4 at 2 and 8 p.m. in
the Back Room.
Winner of the Grand Prize at the
San Sebastian Film Festival, this
motion picture starring Shirley
Knight, James Caan and Robert
Duvall is about a young wife on the
run from herself. The story was
shot on location that ranged
through 18 states.
Admission is $1.
1

Vet’s Club offers
SI50 scholarship

WALL TO SPEAK

The
Rev.
James
Wall,
Democratic
candidate
for
Congress in the 14th District, and
five other 14th District Democrats
are running for a seat at the
Democratic National Convention
as supporters for Sen. George
McGovern, D-S.D.
The three candidates for
delegates are Miss Mary Nero,
Elmhurst College student; Mrs.
Margaret Hamilton, Wheaton; and
Truman Kirkpatrick, Lombard.
James Will, Naperville and Mrs.
Mary Appelman, Downers Grove,
are candidates for alternate
delegate.

Humanities Get-Together

Persons interested in the
humanities and who want to share
information and keep up-to-date on
new ideas and current trends are
invited to attend the first “Get
Togethers in the Humanities”
session at 7:30 p.m. Friday, Jan.
28, in Room K127.
John Oastler, philosophy in¬
structor, said there will be no
membership dues or formal
organization. A newsletter will
report the conclusions and ideas
drawn from the discussions.

The Veteran’s Club is offering a
$150 scholarship for spring quarter
to a fulltime student in good
standing. The scholarship will be
awarded on the basis of need.
Members of the Vet’s Club are not
eligible.
Applications for this award are
available until March 2 from the
Financial Aid, Student Em¬
ployment and Placement Office,
K157.
Financial Aids will narrow the
field of applicants to five. The final
choice will be made by the
executive board of the Vet’s Club.
The chosen applicant will be
notified and awarded the
scholarship March 7.
Psi college will hold it’s cluster
meeting at noon Friday in the Psi
lounge. All students are invited.

...only $1
Cliffs Notes are designed to
help you be calm, cool and

SKI RENTALS and

capable in the toughest

Things By

literature courses. They’re
written by experts to give you
the outside-of-class help you
need to understand (and enjoy)
your reading assignments. Look
them over. Your dealer has

Fiberglass Skis
Lange Bools
Step-in bindings

~~

$7 da*
S’2 weekend

nearly 200 titles available
covering the most frequently
assigned plays and novels.

1 Rental Contract Applies
To Purchase 215 W. Ogden Ave.
Westmont 969-7880

BEFORE YOU BUY

Auto Insurance

i^Nate^.
Look for the Cliff's Notes “First
Aid” Station wherever hooks
are sold

Here!

CALL

495-0648
Bradley Insurance Agency
The under 30 driver our specialty
MOTORCYCLES

at the
College of DuPage
Bookstore
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Cagers fine
performers
The Chaparral basketball team Sullivan held Simpson to just 3
enjoyed its finest performances of points in the second half.
the year in defeating Lake County,
DuPage won the rebounding
85-55, Thursday and clobbering battle 64-22. Livingston and
Thornton, 87-66 Saturday.
Flowers each had 14, while Mark
It appeared to be a family union Kassner grabbed 10.
when the captains met at half
DuPage got the revenge they
court before the tip off in the Lake wanted Saturday for the two
County game. Chaparral co¬ previous losses to Thornton Junior
captains Ralph Livingston and College this season.
Willie Flowers met with former
Although DuPage led by just
teammate and now captain at three points at half, 39-36, the
Lake County, Clyde Simpson.
Chaparrals wasted little time
The three played the previous building up a comfortable lead in
year for Dick Walters, DuPage’s the second half before winning it
new head coach, at Winston all 87-66.
Churchill junior college in Pontiac,
The win makes DuPage 4-1 in
Ill. When the school closed its conference play and just one game
doors because of financial failures, behind league leading Rock
Simpson returned home to Valley.
Waukegan, while Livingston and
Kassner led the offense for
Flowers followed Walters to DuPage scoring 23 points. Flowers
DuPage.
and Carlson scored 21 and 15
The game started off like the points respectively.
battle expected. Both teams
DuPage out-rebounded Thornton
started working the ball inside, 47-26. Flowers had 15 individual
trading baskets for the first 10 rebounds.
minutes.
DuPage will continue conference
DuPage grabbed a 21-19 lead play Friday night at Morton Junior
before retiring at half leading 37- College.
34. When the second half began it
appeared to be all DuPage as the
Chaparrals led 57-45 with 12
minutes remaining. Lake County,
however, got a hot hand and scored
10 points to close in on DuPage 5856.
Five hundred students from 39
The Chaparrals then reeled off colleges and universities through¬
11 straight points before Lake out the Midwest got together Jan.
County scored. Lake County found 7-9 for the largest ski carnival ever
the range again, but DuPage sent held in this part of the country.
its defense to work and the offense More are planned.
scored another 11 straight points
The “Great Escape Weekend,”
before the final buzzer.
arranged by the Student Ski
Hal Carlson and Flowers scored
Association, was held at Schuss
22 points each to lead DuPage.
Mountain in Mancelona, Mich.
Carlson got 15 of those points in the
Many similiar weekends are
second half.
Lake County’s Danny Bolton being planned, for information
took game scoring honors with 27 contact: Dave Frappier, Student
Ski Association, 37 Capital Ave., N.
points.
Walters was especially pleased E., Suite 303, Battle Creek, Mich.
with the fine defensive per¬ 49014, telephone (616 ) 965-2203 or
formance of Mike Sullivan. 962-3493.

Ski carnival

COLLEGE

OF

GLEN ELLYN, ILLINOIS 60137
,
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DuPage’s Lewis Stonehouse is
caught in near perfect form in the
photo above. But it took a totally
perfect routine to place in the
DuPage intitational. Below, Paul
Weber shows his stuff during
trampoline competition Friday
night. Weber placed third in the
event.—Photos by Rand Haas

Gymnasts
score high
By Harry Lewis

The place for a real gymnastic
fan to be last Friday was the
DuPage Invitational. Eleven
teams from four states provided
stiff
competition
for
the
Chaparrals.
The meet was a complete suc¬
cess for DuPage. Chaparral
gymnasts placed in the top five of
every event except the long horse
and floor exercise.
The Invitational started with an
excellent performance by A1
Saunders of George Williams in
the floor exercise. Saunders gave
an almost perfect routine which
held the crowd spellbound.
DuPage’s Greg Childs gave an
excellent routine on the side horse
scoring 8.45. Childs’ routine
greatly out-distanced the second
place man by about two points.
Bob Wrzosek of DuPage finished
fifth in the event.
In the still rings competition
Chaparral Gene Sievers was
beaten out in a closely-waged
battle with Kevin Washington of
George Williams.. Sievers lost by

just 0.10 of a point. Bob Vistain
gave DuPage a fifth place.
Saunders of George Williams
gave an excellent routine on the
long horse scoring 9.15.
Robin Solomon placed fourth in
the horizontal bar event for
DuPage.
The parallel bars was won by
Roy Dodge of the College of
DuPage with a score of 8.5.
The College
of DuPage
dominated the trampoline com¬
petition. Tim Raffen won the event
for the second straight year and
Chaparral teammate Dave Weber
placed third.
The College of DuPage
dominated the trampoline com¬
petition. Tim Raffen won the event
for the second straight year and
Chaparral teammate Paul Weber
placed third.
Dave Webster,
DuPage's
gymnastics coach, said, “Our
team had routines close to their
full potential.”
The Chaparrals will travel to
Wisconsin State-Platteville on Jan.
29 and to Steven Point Feb. 4.

Skaters score 19 goals
By Jan Rutecki

The College of DuPage hockey
team scored 19 goals in two games
this week while holding Triton and
Prairie State to just one goal each.
Bert Harvey scored 5 goals
Tuesday in DuPage’s 13-1 rout of
Prairie State. Harvey scored one
in the first period and two in both
the second and third period.
Other first period goals were
scored by Bill McCounaughy and
Wes Beuge.
Second period goals added to
Harvey’s were tallied by Brian
Alley, Steve Kalasmiki and Rich
Ferreri.
Mike Parsons, Curt Williams
and Randy Helavin added goals to
the victory in the third period.
U. S. Postage
A hat trick by Captain Chris
PAID
Overly, along with fine assists
Glen Ellyn, III
from his teammates, helped
Permil No. IS4
DuPage beat Triton, 6-1.
Non-Profit Org.
The unbeaten Chaparrals took
control of the game with some
great plays and good fore¬
checking. In the first period,
Overly took the puck from Alley to
make it 1-0. Later, Bob Levinson
and Overly make it 3-0 in favor of
DuPage.

The second period looked like it
could have been bad with Triton
having a two man advantage, but
some good hard work by Beuege
earned him an unassisted goal.
The scoring ended in the third
period with Overly getting an
unassisted goal and McConaughy

finishing the scoring with assists
from Jim Comiskey and Harvey.
DuPage took 15 shots on goal in
each period.
DuPage is currently sporting a 60-0 record and is in good contention
for a bid to the nationals to be held
at International Falls, Minn.

CD pins Parkland
DuPage’s wrestling team this
week won a decisive victory over
Parkland College 41-11.
After the first three weight
divisions were won by DuPage
through forfeit, DuPage’s Dave
Heighway pinned by Mike Scruggs
in the second period of his match.
DuPage’s Bill Flyte then
squeaked by Parkland’s Ford
Mautz 7-6 to give DuPage a 21-6
lead.
After a tough battle DuPage’s
Milt Priggee was still only able to
pull off a tie. Another forfeit, this
time to DuPage’s Loren Peterson,

set the stage for captain Riel1
Wren. Wren pinned Joe Haeisman
in show of quick moves in the third
period. Another forfeit to DuPager
Jeff Nelson and it was time Rr
Rich Coburn to go out and try to
defeat his man. Coburn tired
himself out to the extent that he
was beaten 9-6.
The DuPage grapplers are now
8-3 for the season. DuPage hosts >
non-conference triangular meet
against Meramec and Northern
Illinois Junior Varsity Saturday at
1 p.m.

